A scalable approach to legal question answering
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ABSTRACT
Lexis Answers is a question answering service deployed within a live production system. In this paper we provide an overview of the system, an insight into some of the key AI challenges, and a brief description of current evaluation techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Legal researchers often satisfy their information needs through the use of keyword-based search applied to collections of natural language documents. Although much progress has been made in the optimization of relevance ranking functions (Liu, 2009), this approach relies on a commitment from users to examine individual documents in the results list and then identify and extract the required information. Consequently, there is a growing interest in developing systems that can more accurately interpret the user’s search intent and deliver more targeted answers to support their information needs.

Lexis Answers is a new service that aims to provide answers to legal research questions. Instead of simply providing documents with potentially relevant sections highlighted, it extracts and delivers direct answers to legal questions in combination with a results list that is more precisely tuned to reflect the user’s search intent (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. An answer card for the question ‘what are the elements of negligence?’

In developing Lexis Answers we have initially focused on questions related to legal definitions and elements of legal concepts. The content for the answer cards is mined from our proprietary document corpora using a complex semi-automated pipeline (see below). The answers to some questions are dependent on jurisdiction.
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Previous work has shown that although keyword-centric approaches may currently be dominant, many users demonstrate a willingness to adopt QA-style interactions and engage in conversational dialogs with systems that can learn from those interactions (Gupta & Gupta, 2012). Lexis Answers is currently deployed to a pilot user group who provide regular feedback via numerous channels such as focus groups, surveys and usage analytics.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Lexis Answers uses a large-scale Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline for extracting information from relevant sources. The pipeline ingests and parses documents, extracts metadata, identifies structural elements, and locates zones of the documents which may contain targeted information. The text of those zones is then converted by NLP tools into structured semantic and syntactic data, which is used in a hybrid rule-based and machine learning process to identify language that matches the targeted information need. When a potential answer is identified, the constituents of that answer are preserved as structured information, as well as the original text and source document information.

In the product, questions are suggested to the user based on matches between the user’s query box input and the set of extracted answers. When a question is submitted, either via suggestion or direct query box input, a query analyzer classifies the intent of the question and identifies the query terms related to the intent. The intent and query terms are federated to services that execute structured searches to locate an appropriate response. A ranking algorithm selects the best answer based on ranking criteria and query interpretation confidence. The ranking criteria takes many aspects of legal understanding under consideration, including user profile and behavior information, document metadata, and candidate answer characteristics. The highest ranking response is displayed on the user’s results page as the answer card.

3. AI CHALLENGES

Aside from common difficulties in processing legal text, the Lexis Answers NLP pipeline faces additional challenges raised by legal information extraction. First, the extraction must appropriately recognize contextual treatment that can render information irrelevant, such as indications of reported speech. Second, it must successfully identify context that is needed for disambiguation of the input. For instance, elements of “fraud” can be enumerated in different contexts, such as tort, contract, or criminal law, which might affect which answer is appropriate for a query. Lastly, the extraction process needs to generate additional data to support relevance ranking; for example, a statement of burden of proof for a claim might omit the responsible party, which might render the extraction less relevant for specific queries.

Because the bar for accuracy is high in a live, legal production system, additional information structures and a high degree of human involvement were then employed in the process. Data modelers and subject matter experts developed a content structure model to define the ways in which document structure drives interpretation of the text. Semantic types were defined for portions of documents to clarify the legal purpose of the text and therefore the appropriateness of extraction processes. And a legal information ontology was built to understand the relationships in the extracted information and elucidate what types of questions are “answerable”. The relationships are critical for interpreting some of the extractions correctly; for example, a standard of review in an appellate court may be stated for a family of claims, but a user may pose a question regarding the standard of review for a specific claim. Lastly, taxonomies and controlled vocabularies for ontology instances, such as lists of criminal charges, were created by subject matter experts to aid in correctly labelling extracted information.

4. INITIAL EVALUATION

Due to the subjective nature of the task, the most indicative performance metric is a 4-point Likert-scale rating by expert annotators. To compute this metric, subject matter experts were given a test query and the answer returned by the system for that query. Three or more expert annotators then rated that answer for accuracy, relevance, and thoroughness. The final score was the average across all annotators for all query/answer pairs. Based on this method, the system is currently performing at 3.01/4.0.

The search results were also evaluated for relevance by subject matter experts. Three or more annotators were given the same result set in the context of the product and asked to assess relevance for a particular use case, such as case evaluation or finding a citation to include in a brief. The relevance scores were used to compute DCG (Discounted Cumulative Gain) for each test query. DCG improved 21% for the test query set with the implementation of Lexis Answers compared to the original baseline. We are satisfied with this result for an initial release, but hope to improve over time by incorporating feedback from real users.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Lexis Answers has proven to deliver a more relevant search experience for LexisNexis. In future work, we hope to increase the range of answer types and jurisdictions covered, to accommodate more complex scenarios such as questions with multiple concepts and relationships, and to develop more sophisticated techniques for search intent disambiguation and clarification.
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